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Everybody’s Talking
Power outage: At one time, Austria intended to provide some 
of its electricity through nuclear power plants. Plans were in the 
making for three plants, and one was built in the 1970s. Called 
the Zwentendorf Nuclear Power Plant, it is approximately 32 
kilometres (20 miles) from Vienna, on the Danube River. The only 
problem is that the plant was never turned on. That’s because of a 
public outcry over the use of this kind of energy. The government 
never opened the plant, nor did it build the other two. Today, the 
plant is used as a security training centre and has been rented out 
for events and movie shoots.

Icy roads: In winter, people converge on a small, remote town 
in northern Sweden, a strange thing considering the icy cold 
temperatures in the region. The town is called Arjeplog, and the 
seasonal population surge occurs because the area has become a 
testing ground for European automakers. The frozen lakes allow 
brakes to be tested, and if they don’t work very well, there is no 
chance the car will careen into rocks or mountainsides. Miles of 
specially groomed tracks are available for testing. The conditions 
are extremely snowy and icy, making it the ideal location for this 
purpose.

Peaky place: Someone traveling to Spain might want to consider 
a side trip to the city of Segovia, which is about 90 kilometres 
(56 miles) north of Madrid. Among the alluring architecture found 
there is one building not to be missed, called the Casa de los 
Picos, or the “House of Peaks.” Built in the 1400s, its walls are 
covered with row upon row of small, granite, pyramid-shaped 
peaks that stick out far enough to be used as perches for pigeons. 
Over the centuries, the Casa de los Picos has been owned both 
privately and publicly. Currently, it is the home of the Segovia 
School of Art.

Unique home: Building a 16-sided house is unusual, but that 
is just what two cousins did in 18th-century England. Jane and 
Mary Parminter, who had been traveling with other female friends 
and relatives, came home to England and erected their house, 
known as A La Ronde, in Lympstone, Devon. Historical notes 
indicate that the cousins liked to move around the house for their 
meals, following the ample sunlight that came in through the 
various windows. The house changed hands over the years, and 
alterations were made, but today it is taken care of by the National 
Trust, which reverted it back to its original design.

Quoteable Quotes
“Certain things catch your eye, but pursue only those that capture 
the heart.” —Proverb
“Steady as a clock, busy as a bee, and cheerful as a cricket.”
—Martha Washington

What’s Happening
Jul 1 - Annual Canada Day celebration Strathcona County 
hosts a family-friendly Canada Day celebration at Broadmoor Lake 
Park. Events vary each year, but activities often include fi reworks, 
live entertainment, scavenger hunts, food courts, canoeing and 
more. recreation@strathcona.ca

July 15 to 17-Edmonton Carnaval a Latin festival that serves 
as a platform for local artists and artisan, creates spaces of culture 
and entertainment for the whole family. www.edmontoncarnaval.
com. 9210 118 Avenue.

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca/whats-happening
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Trivia
1. Who wrote the book The Godfather?
2. Under U.S. President Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford replaced what Vice 
President?
3. Saturn is the seventh planet from the Sun—T/F?
4. The Krakatoa Volcano is located in what country?
5. What American comic strip character has always believed in the Great 
Pumpkin?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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